


In my day-to-day activities, I make it a point to observe nature.  Likewise, I see the

news and track social and cultural currents.  Reflecting on this, I mentally process the

effect of discontinuities in nature and focus on the worst scenarios regarding

pollution.  Today’s wasteful and consumer driven culture is especially magnified

when it comes to natural resources.  I find a strong desire to somehow draw attention

to this with my practice.  My work exists within the framework of our visual culture

and the realistic images concerning pollution and global warming that inundate

society.  My choice of materials is geared to bring to mind these concepts without

being overtly literal.  My formal decisions at times are preconceived to most

powerfully effect the way the viewer relates to the work.  Some formal decisions are

made spontaneously during the creation of the work.  My methodology is cyclical

because while making art new works are conceived.   I am the reflective practitioner;

constantly reassessing what I have done and improving on it to enhance my future

practice.  My intention is that the practice not become habitual.

I see this critical study as resembling an autopoetic device, one that, through

interactions and adaptation, regenerates itself.   The interactions are in the form of a

correspondence between two characters.  It is within this dialog that the practice is

critically examined.   Character writing is historically important, an archetype within

literature.  The dialectic style of Izaak Walton’s The Compleat Angler has strongly

influenced my method of examining and learning.  Dialog is a powerful way for

humans to advance their knowledge.  Since I am a letter writer, I find this a natural

way to examine my own experience. There are three characters in this study, but I am

the sole author.  I will try to interpret my own practice through other perspectives.

Alterity is a philosophy of exchanging perspective for that of another, and that is the

approach I have chosen for this study.

The characters writings are in the fonts that follow.  I am the reflective

practitioner and the main character in the series of letters.  D is a

close friend, an extraordinarily open-minded man, and my mentor of

fly-fishing and fly tying.  Our friendship is non-judgmental and our age difference

creates a yearning in each of us to learn what the other has to offer. The third

character is the voice of a critical tutor, represented in the endnotes of the



letters. The tutor provides an analysis of the stages of my research, which is the work

created in studio.



October 2007

D,

We are here and settled and thinking about our child being born in

this foreign land.  We miss the Southwest so much.  I constantly

flashback to the strong rivers and mud adobe buildings, the mayflies

and the Native People’s faces.  The art I plan on producing will

reflect my past.  I’m looking at Native American and other indigenous

architecture from around the world and trying to form and expose

links to insect shelter.  Have the caddisfly hatches stopped yet?

Are the bees holed up for the winter?  Have any significant salmon

numbers been noted yet?  Any south aiming winged migrations caught

your eye?  Winter approaches and how amazing that nature and its

inhabitants constantly move around to survive.  The nomads that

moved and followed animals for food were migrants too.  I plan on

making art that looks into the scientific reasons for migration.  Beth

has taught me about the earth’s magnetic field and how it guides

migrating animals North and South to exact locations.  I’ve learned

that the element iron in the core of the earth creates the magnetic

field and that an iron oxide crystal in the heads of migrating animals

gives it the ability to feel the earth’s magnetic field and fly

accordingly.  Joseph Kirshvink, from the California Institute of

Technology said, “Earth’s magnetic field is the only geophysical signal

that gives consistent information about position and direction at

virtually all times and in all environments.” (Kirshvink, Walker, Diebel,

2001 )1 Ecology and environmental health seem to be directly linked and



gauged by migratory populations and their habitat.  This is all going to

be part of my research practice.  Lots to looks at, but I’m sure my

advisors will want me to focus on a smaller aspect of my interests.

Communal studios and lectures every week are in no way similar to

the two of us searching the rivers for fish.

The worse the storm, the greater the catch,

Aaron

                       



    

               



October

Aaron,

Homesickness is only fuel for the fire to the artist.  All matter of nature

will go on with or without you here, and you surely are missed.  I

daresay not by the trout.  Your concerns with environment are

universal to any part of the world.  You could probably do your entire

MFA on affected migrations of Scotland alone.  I’m sure the ancient

stone builders of Scotland could also have observed our old friend the

Hydropsyche caddis.  Birds everywhere thatch their roofs too.

Theories, theories.  The art you make will contain the theories and

possibly raise new questions or thoughts.  It’s all you can do really.  As

I’ve said many times, what a lucky guy you are to be loved by a

physicist.  Your work benefits from your significant other’s work with

crystals.  Formations were recently found in Homing pigeons, they were

added to many other birds already proven to have the magnetic global

positioning brain growth.  Humpback whales are now on the list.

Magnetoreception is big in entomology right now.2  This mornings rag

acknowledged a new one hundred and four year old record for being

eighty-four degrees at one hundred percent humidity for four

consecutive days. Sounds good but a big storm would be welcomed.

Parched and still waiting for the hatch,

D

                   



                                            





November 2007

D,

Now that I’ve made a few sculptures and had a few tutorials, my

thoughts have shifted from what I actually proposed to do.  All the

concepts of pollution, migrations and nomadism are within each

piece, but quite indirectly. That may not be such a bad thing because

making art that is too literal is something I am being encouraged not

do because of my previous five years work. Literalism has nothing

inherently wrong with it. The first few pieces I’ve made have been

criticized as looking prop-like, like objects with no real placement or

belonging. 3  I can see that, but how can each piece draw attention to

where it is placed?  Just learning how to consider area and space and

art placement within it is new to me.  Now I can’t help but to look

at how an object creates its own space around it.  It is so useful

to be able to manipulate the empty space in a room using something

with real mass, an object big or small.  Eduard Trier writes about

form, “In every work of art we are confronted first of all by the

problem of form.  It is form that conveys the artist’s message and

realizes his intention.  Thus the elucidation of the formal aspect of

a work of art is the necessary preliminary to any knowledge or

interpretation of its content…It can be reduced to the category of

plastic volume which implies both the mass of a work of art and

the areas of shaped void annexed to it, as well as the relationship

between the two.  The modes of appearance included, further the



space surrounding a work of art whether delimited, touched or filled

by it, either statically or through movement.” (Trier , 1960)

Finding my space in this place,

Aaron

Addendum,

I don’t send these letters and they sit here asking me to add a little

more.  Here is something I found when looking into site specificity.

Miwon Kwon writes:

“Whether inside the white cube or out in the Nevada desert, whether

architectural or landscape-oriented, site-specific art initially took

the ‘site’ as an actual location, a tangible reality, its identity

composed of a unique combination of constitutive physical elements:

length, depth, height, texture, and shape of walls and rooms; scale

and proportion of plazas, buildings, or parks; existing conditions of

lighting, ventilation, traffic patterns; distinctive topographical

features.  If modernist sculpture absorbed its pedestal/base to

sever its connection to or express its indifference to the site,

rendering itself more autonomous and self-referential, and thus

transportable, placeless, and nomadic.” (Kwon, 1997. In, Theory in

Contemporary Art since 1985, p.32) Making work in a communal studio

really dictates so much of what is produced there.



 So you see there are many challenges and I feel like I am just

scratching the surface. 4

Peace,

Aaron
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                            River of Tar, Fig. 3

                                       
                   River of Tar



November

Aaron,

Your productive nature has been quite fruitful from the looks of your

last correspondence.  Your work has evolved so much from a few

months ago.  It seems that the influences of your tutors and advisors is

being thoroughly considered.  Don’t you ever do everything they tell

you.  I do see their point about the massive weight and presence of your

latest works.  They are obviously objects with straightforward and

present meanings.   I think that the concept and or narrative may not be

as evident to someone else as it is to someone who knows you.  Smoker

(fig.1) and Smokestack (Fig.2) are very literal and I agree that their

location in your studio doesn’t compliment their being.  What you have

been making seems to need a place to be built outside.  The River of Tar

(Fig.3) is better and I appreciate the way you have used the slope of the

art school lawn.5 The geography of it all is quite successful and the way

it sits flush to the ground, like a river does, gives a quality of subtleness.

Just like the caddisfly that I know you love to admire, I’m impressed

that your resourcefulness with materials.  Using the same tarpaper for

all of these different sculptures is surely recycling prowess, cheapskate!

Since your research has this ecological facet, reusing binned items

works well and has the contextual attachments to the caddisfly case

builders and insect gathering and building habits in general. Their

building materials are simple, economical and readily available. Their

resources require minimal transport from the source. I suggest you get

out on the rivers to observe the local caddisfly.  Good luck with your

research.

Keep your fly dry,

D





December 2007

D,

How are things in God’s country?  All is well here.  Mostly rain and

darkness.  The short days affect productivity. I’ve been studying the

works of Mario Merz, Gilberto Zorio and Janis Kounellis lately, who

are part of the Arte Povera.  Their work interests me because they

link their materials to their ideas about time cycles. Liquids

evaporating, perishable plant matter and even charred smoke stains left

behind by an extinguished fire are successful attempts to convey a

time frame.  These ideas seem pertinent to what I am trying to

achieve with my work.  There are many theoretical debates concerning

materiality and its links to the visual, new ideas of how to describe

art are always emerging.  The tricky part is finding where I fit into all

this. All I can do is rely on my genuine beliefs and ideas to place

myself on a viable path.  Ideas of biodegradability or the lack there

of are important to my ecological stance in life, you know I’m not a

purist but I try. Rather than a literal narrative commenting on how

polluted air, water and soil can become, using a material that

inherently carries this baggage seems to be a way forward.  Material

choices can and do metaphorically suggest contemporary pressures

on the environment.  Humankind’s disruption of nature really sparks

my interest at the moment.  My research is anchored by it. I may

even use non-biodegradable and ecoharmful materials to

make a point. 6



Overcast skies, dark flies,

Aaron

P.S. wet a line for us up here in this dark part of the world.

                                  



Sink and Spill

                                         

              Ecologic Architecture, Crowther, R.



December

Aaron,

Wet is the world this week, with the rainfall just bucketing down

causing mudslides and blowing out the banks of all the rivers a hundred

miles in every direction. Walking along the Klamath headwaters last

week, I was astonished at the amount of plastic trash left behind by

people visiting the gorgeous place.  The fishermen leave behind so much

monofilament that wraps around plants and animals alike.  It’s quite

disgusting, and now with the floods it will mostly be washed

downstream or into the sea giving the next visitors some false sense of

cleanliness.   We need to stop it at the source, the plastic producers.  Gas

producers make petrol from crude oil and the byproducts lead to our

everyday plastics.  Wicked cycle.  Exhaust from these factories is now

the leading cause of acid rain and toxic water.  All this pollution is

resulting in plummeting numbers of migrating geese, ducks and all

other birds here and all over California.  The entire food chain is

completely unlinked. Your work has definitely prompted deep response

within me and I know it is only a matter of time before all people will

have to think hard and concentrate on these matters.  Keep up the good

work and remember to never tire of bringing respect for Earth itself to

the forefront of any of your work.  It is well-trodden territory with many

artists working for the cause. Some art actually cleans lakes and filters

rivers. It is an interesting departure from making objects that are

themselves pollution. 7

Save the Salmonids,

D

P.S.  Give Elizabeth and the unborn child our love. I’ve included a model

designed by an architect friend named Richard Crowther. (Crowther,

1992)  We met at an Ecobuilding symposia in Eureka Cal. some thirty

years ago now.



            

                                           

                                      Ecologic Architecture, Crowther, R.



January2008

D,

Hope you had a great time bringing in the New Year.  We had a blast

out on Iona.  I went back to work on the 7th.   I tried to step out

of my comfort zone for the weeklong project that is all about one

person using a small white room and presenting an artwork on the

seventh day. This week, my thoughts were consumed by movement

within Aluminum casting.  I began considering the flowing movements

of the mercurial material.  Gravity, temperature and time all affect

the cast work.  I also thought about the practical uses of

Aluminum and how it has been the metal of utmost importance in

the movement of people.  Aircraft technology and spacecrafts are

completely dependent on Aluminum.  I thought of how this metal

has enabled the human race to move around the world.  Use of the

metal has influenced the speed at which we travel and has helped us

to learn countless facts about the atmosphere, the weather and

space.  I got to thinking about the earth’s creation.  Aluminum is

the most plentiful metal in the earth’s crust and most of it came to

Earth by meteorites. While reading this, my thoughts strayed to

supernovae and stars and how light travels through the vacuum of

space, how sound doesn’t.  The work was born at my first thoughts

of directing light and sound waves at aluminum.  The elements of the

work have an inter-connectedness that I liked, so I began.  I covered

the ceiling in Aluminum foil and draped the foil around a column in

the room.  Beneath the column foil, I placed an ultraviolet light and



above the ceiling foil, I placed a red light.  Incidentally, the two

colors used are the strongest spectral bands of the atomic

fingerprint of Aluminum.  Anyway, I also placed a big black speaker

facing up in the center of the room.  The idea was to move the foil

in the room using a deep space rumble of a recording of solar wind.

The light danced when the sound waves hit the metal foil.  Enclosed

are pictures of the piece I called Subsonic. (Fig.4)8

Deodorant is all that’s Aluminium free around here,

Aaron

                              



River of Mercury

                        River of Mercury



           Subsonic, Fig. 4

          



January

Aaron,

I regret not being present at your recent project space but your insight

to the work has been stimulating.  I suppose looking into Aluminum is

only natural, as you have explored Iron and Bronze in depth.

Aluminum doesn’t have an ancient past and has no baggage except for

these connections you have made to flight and travel.  Iron has the

connections of war, industry and so much more.  Bronze carries the

entire history of fine art on its shoulders. I have only to offer

congratulations and a few thoughts.  My eyes didn’t notice the ceiling

first, they fell on the draped column and I think the girth of the vertical

element could possibly have been larger for greater initial impact on the

viewer.  This could also give the entire space more strength.  The

massive speaker achieves this strength by echoing the shape of the

room and being large enough to control the space around it.  I do love

the scientific connections you have made with the spectrum bands, but

would the audience know this without you telling them?  The deep

rumble fit well with the work.  I also appreciate the fact that you didn’t

loop the sound, the beginning and end of the half-minute soundscape

was tantric. The fact that the strong sound moved the foil ceiling was

indispensable.  It brought to life the oxygen in the room. The light waves

and the sound waves were obviously traveling through an unseen

medium. I did eventually pick up on a feeling of time, like the creation of

the universe or an event like a supernova. Here are just a few other

random thoughts. Why do we have to see the big speaker?  In this dark

environment it is a bit menacing and almost coffin-like. It reminds me of

when in Greece as a child we would go to the tomb of a saint and

supposedly you could hear the heartbeat of the long dead mummified

corpse.  This work really wasn’t as far from your comfort zone as you

think.  Remember that hitting the Aluminum with sound and light

waves is essentially the same as melting Aluminum in a furnace. Hit the

atoms with energy, move and excite them.  Oh, and one more thing, the



fade in fade out of the space rumble reminds me of birthing

contractions.9  Speaking of which, how’s Beth and the pregnancy

faring?

Keep a tight line,

D

P.S. Check out this Salmon River Steelhead hooked last week.

                        





February 2008

D,

My time of late has been used in building a small iron cupola. When

I first proposed doing it at the College, the idea was quickly

accepted except for the fact that I couldn’t do it anywhere near the

City Centre or in Edinburgh at all.  My tutors encouraged me to do it

somewhere outside of town.  The smoke laws here are very strict

and having any type of fire art requires so many damn signatures that

it really kills the whole thing.  One of the first sculptures I built

here just produced lots of smoke and even that was deemed illegal

until the health and safety people approved the work.  I quickly

abandoned the work because I don’t want fire department supervision

just for some smoke, and don’t want to draw any extra attention my

way from the health and safety people.  Anyway, after hashing it out

with my department heads, I was directed towards the Edinburgh

Sculpture Workshop and they loved the idea of me creating an iron-

casting program out in New Haven at their facilities.  I have a new

cupola design altered slightly from the last one I built at Sloss in

Birmingham, Alabama.

I asked them to order three 4x8 sheets of 3-mil steel.  There was

also two tons of foundry coke and five hundred pounds of

refractory cement on the list, oh and two blowers.  I thought,

there’s no way they have the money, but the people in charge want to

pay for it all. We agreed that I would pay for my materials (iron and

coke) when it came to my own art.  We also discussed the iron



program becoming somewhat of a job for me, teaching workshops to

students and the public.10  Anyway, on a more urgent subject, plans

are forming for our next excursion in pursuit of trout.  I’m tying

various traditional Scottish Spey flies with small color and

proportion variations.  I’ve tied in a small bit of chartreuse yarn at

the tail of some of these three hundred year old patterns.  Soon I’ll

test them on the underwater critics.  Beth is coping, getting bigger

and uncomfortable.

Wading rivers of iron,

Aaron

Addendum,

Speaking of chartreuse, here is how I think it could work in my art.

I wrote this as part of the research proposal. “Along with the green

philosophy that I wish to nurture, there is a shade of the color

green that interests me as well. While studying insects, I have found

that the color chartreuse (fluorescent green) is one of the most

important significations of new life and or metamorphosis. Countless

insects above and below water display these phosphorescent greens.

The color becomes a symbol that I believe can be used in art to

convey insect. The newly formed chrysalis of a caterpillar is hidden,

camouflaged in young leaves. The Caddis Hydropsyche larva body is

such a brilliant chartreuse and so unique underwater that most fly

anglers believe this color to be the “yes that’s food” trigger the

instinctual trout needs before it eats. The use of this color is



something I plan to research, both its power to convey the idea of

metamorphosis and its strength in referring to new life and continual

change in nature.”

Here they call it Hi-Vis,

A

                   



                               



           

                                  



March

Aaron,

Sounds like you are doing well boy.  All you are doing in college and in

the community along with helping Beth through the pregnancy must

have you quite busy.  I do remember being your age and the energy I

had was like yours is.  These Sculpture Workshop people funding your

iron pursuits should be commended.  Wanting something for nothing

usually follows generous handouts.  It is going to open doors for you,

both in your art practice and your short term career opportunities

there in Scotland.   The few times I watched you pour iron were so

exciting and captivating that I know you will get a great response.  Even

when you just pour the molten metal into the dirt, there is an

unavoidable audience enthusiasm created by all the energy of the

material and the process.

How was the response from the trout of Pentland?  Any fish sipping

bugs out of the surface film?  Most of my time has been spent at the

vise.  I’m reworking some wet flies to include a touch of iridescent

sparkle fur as a body.  The loose fiber catches air and when it’s

submerged these air bubbles look like the breathing gill fibers on most

insect bellies. The sparkle trigger.  Visual art must have a similar first

impression moment, when the viewer’s attention is grabbed and held or

lost immediately.  For trout it is food or not food, eat or don’t eat.  And

there is a miniscule time that a fish strikes on reflex while the fly is still

outside of their sight.  What we love about trout is that they are rarely

fooled.

I bid you farewell.

From the land of plenty,

D





April 2008

D,

This past weekend was spent up on the River Spey in Aberdeenshire.

Neither Beth nor I hooked a fish, but several salmon in the ten to

twenty pound range porpoised just in front of us.  Anyway, we had

fun and it must have been good for the unborn child, the peace and

sound of flowing water.

One of the ongoing inspirations in my art is the juxtaposition of the

beauty of the untouched river or forest and of rubbish lying about

within it.  My attention was rekindled there on the Spey.  While I

was walking alone, I came to one of these eddies that traps things

that float and circling around there were polystyrene chunks and

plastic bottles and of the bank plastic food bags and a fisherman’s

worm container.  I was struck.  That reaction, that total

interruption, is what inspired my last sculpture called Shrine to

Plastic (Fig.5).  I’ve made what looks like a cave or grotto or a stone

formation.  Within this cave are hundreds of plastic bags hug on

nails.  It calls to mind a shrine with filled walls of hanging

crutches.  Approaching and surrounding the cave are a dozen or so

plastic bag creatures that seem to be coming in a sort of pilgrimage.

There is a narrative created, of many coming to a place to be relieved

of the plastic skin.  The piece has a spiritual feel and with the

earthen cave juxtaposed with all these plastic bags, one can’t help to

think of plastics impact on the natural world.  The bag creatures

make everything ambiguous because the piece isn’t about humans or



any other familiar creatures but the situation is familiar to anyone

who has seen these places of the traveling faithful.  I remember

going to Lourdes, France as a young boy.  The holy cave there was

just loaded with old walkers and crutches left by people that were

miraculously cured of their ailments.  My parent and I would walk

the pilgrimage walk each year from Santa Fe, New Mexico to Chimayo

where the Santuario Church of the Child Christ.  There were and

still are loads of crutches and wheelchairs there too.

For me, the work is about something seeking out a place that

promises deliverance and healing from their plastic skinned state.  The

plastic is turned into an ailment, a disease, a widespread visible

unnatural coating.  The place of healing is the natural dirt

environment. The sacred cannot be divorced from nature.  Nature and

plastic are set as opposite ends of the spectrum.11

Drifting flies writing lies

Aaron

Addendum:

In your last correspondence you mentioned the first impression

moment, when the viewer of art is held or lost by a work. I have

been looking into this and I found a great excerpt for you to read.

This is from a piece by Rosalind Krauss:

“And were we to ask Clement Greenberg about his own description of

‘the look’, the look that art solicits, the look that is the medium of



the transactions between viewer and work?  The time of that look is

important, he claims, because it must be time annihilated.  ‘With

many paintings and pieces of sculpture,’ he has insisted, ‘it is as if

you had to catch them by surprise in order to grasp them as

wholes—their maximum being packed into the instantaneous shock of

sight.  Whereas is you plant yourself too firmly before looking at a

picture and then gaze at it too long you are likely to end by having it

merely gaze back at you.”(Carson, 1989. Theory in Contemporary Art

since 1985 p.335)

All this is the difference of whether someone walks right by the art

or stops with intrigue.

Casting flies not trash into the river,

Aaron

Addendum, Three weeks later,

My work called Migrants (Fig.6) looks like some ambiguous creatures

moving together through space.  The individual forms imply insect or

maybe marine creature.  All the slug-like objects in the work are

coated with black plastic and oil.  The complete formation gives the

impression of motion.   The membrane of oil appears to have not

negatively affected them.  This plastic membrane implies man’s

corruption of their world.  What I want to accomplish is the idea

that the creatures can adapt and survive atrocities like oil spills.

The idea is that the natural world evolves and heals itself.

Lifeforms adapting to pollutants.  Like Greenberg, who I quoted



earlier, states that the impression is a moment of timelessness;

Migrants (Fig.6) annihilates time for an instant.  As the viewer looks

longer the surface texture of oily black plastic confuses and draws

their attention.  Moments later the viewer asks what are they?  They

are ambiguous and indefinable, leading to even further interest. The

texture that I have created, I believe worthy of further use.12

Cheers, A

                       



Shrine to Plastic, Fig. 5

                                       



Migrants, Fig. 6



                                             
                     Bag Creatures

                                     

                     Floater

                      



May

Aaron,

Your full schedule has the definite advantage of disallowing boredom.  If

you two plan on sneaking in a wee bit of fly-fishing, it would seem the

pending number three has an outside chance of being born with water

on the knees or maybe a rosy birthmark shaped like a mayfly or a

fish…who knows?

There is the impression that much of your time is expended in an

English composition class rather than being engrossed in dexterity etc.

It is believed that much of college writing assignments were originally

started by one professor.  Some friend thought the idea splendid and the

malady spread over time and water to the present state.  At least it is

good for the pen, paper and eraser business.  How much and what do we

learn by doing the exploring ourselves?  I’m thinking in terms of

expansion of the fundamental purpose of attending the Great Halls of

Learning.  This point comes to mind as some educational facilities now

offer degrees in some areas in three years.  Archie Bunkers crapola has

been reduced to essentials.  Is there room for a compromise somewhere

in between the two concepts?  And it doesn’t mean a damn thing to a

pea-brained fish when you offer the incorrect pseudo-insect at the

improper thermocline. But what do I know?

The morning rag provided information in regard to the blue-green algae

toxin that affects the steelhead and salmon in the lower reaches of the

Klamath River each year.  Last year the riverbanks were lined with

thousands of exhausted noble fish, all due to four unneeded earth-filled

dams.  The dams hold the flow back and the streams that were once

rivers warm up and cause algae blooms at sea. If the fish survive that

they die in the unoxygenated warm water, never to reach the spawning

redds of their ancestors.  And so it goes.  This months brief cooling off

spell may have saved thousands of salmonids staging in the estuaries.

There are movements to remove the outdated dams in this part of the

state and in other parts of the west as well.  If you make the



deconstruction of dams your art, you would have both men and fish as

patrons.

Anything to sway the fish in our direction,

D





June 2008

D,

The dam broke and Luca has arrived!  June 1st at 11:07 a.m.  7 pounds

11 ounces.  Beth’s experience that night was so intense with emotion

and pain.  We’re over the moon!  Born in Edinburgh at The Royal

Infirmary. I will send plenty of the pictures taken.  I have been back

and forth between The Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop and the

hospital.  Now that Beth is home we three feel better.

At ESW the cupola I’ve built is finished due to a big push last

month and an impending class I was asked to teach.  Cupola Cast

Iron with Aaron Juarros is what the ad said.  We offered the

“masterclass” to experienced artists.  Simultaneously I was writing

a proposal to teach a metal casting course as part of my summer

module post grad requirements.  My advisors at the art college

accepted the proposal, so all was falling into place.  Once accepted

by both the art college and the Sculpture Workshop I applied to be

part of the Edinburgh Annuale, a grassroots organized group of art

exhibitions and programs. All this the same week that Luca was

born!  So the masterclass began with a lecture on the history of

iron-casting, contemporary aspects of iron art, and examples of my

own practice.  I incorporated a group slideshow and discussion of

the participant’s prior works involving casting.  We all made a trip to

Powderhall Bronze and watched a bronze pour.  We had a small tour

and the students were able to see the importance of making good

sound moulds. I soon realized that I wasn’t teaching an art class



but was teaching a process of making art class.  The method of

teaching a process-oriented class versus a class teaching art

creation is very different.  I found that due to the short time frame

of the class the focus was on methodology and technique.  I

focused less on the theories of contemporary art and more on the

creativity within the activity of making a particular object.  I designed

the class with some free time for trial-and-error mould making, giving

the participants plenty of hands-on time.  I shadowed students and

guided them without instructing each and every step I was able to

offer them a particular type of simple, environmentally friendly mould

making.  Each artist brought several items that they intended to cast.

I had to work carefully with each individual to produce pourable

moulds.  This proved to be a challenge at times because since they

were not beginners, I had to work around their preconceptions that

didn’t apply to the greensand method.  I offered them the experience

to learn and participate in the unique technique of running a cupola

blast furnace. I shared with them my knowledge of finishing and

retexturing as well as patination of cast iron.  We experimented with

exhibiting works in progress, so to speak, due to the short time

period between the casting day and the exhibition.  This offered us an

opportunity to experiment with curation in a spontaneous manner.  I

chose to locate the exhibition within the pour grounds so that we

could include the elements of the casting process, including the

cupola.

The success of my teaching this masterclass was evident not only in

the 100% success rate of the participant’s moulds, but also in their



verbal enthusiasm towards me and the ESW administration.  There

has been demand to create a second, more advanced, masterclass for

these particular participants.  ESW is working with me to schedule

this advanced masterclass as well as another introductory cast iron

course.  The iron casting, as well as the bronze and aluminium

casting facilities have now become a permanent fixture at the ESW.

This has led to my being awarded an Artist in Residence position at

the ESW.13

Need I remind you that all this happened during the first weeks of

Lucas life? Hope you are out flinging a few of your feathered

creations. I am looking forward to the day that I am on a river with

Luca, waiting for our dry fly to be sipped into the underworld.

My boots and I are still smoking,

Aaron





               



           



                       



                          



June

Aaron,

Congratulations! … The happiness you must feel. I trust all is well with

Luca and Beth.  Rest when the child rests and have patience in your

new life, this is what comes to mind when I think of possible advice to

instill.

It has been noted that you have been exposed to a healthy share of high-

grade level habitués maintaining university decorum.  It is suspect that

the area of art cannot be nailed down to so many pertinent facts and

figures as in basic math and science.  There seems to be considerable

matter of opinion floating around.  Knowing little about art, I’d hazard a

thought that art and wine quality are equals as it’s merely a matter of

personal taste.  Probably your greatest asset shall be the ability to walk

beyond the talk.  Fresh innovations and brainstorms have the elements

of surprise and discovery beyond the limits of the expected.  Traveling

with the thundering herd is sure to lead to median results.

Originality is the gem in the ring.  A firm conviction guided by

exposures, experiences and realistic venues will carry the day.  Staying

power tends to be the common denominator to those who climb over

major obstacles.  I wish time would allow me to cover some experiences

in college that relate only to the difference of the professors being faced

in key classes.  In brief, some instructors are known to favor their own

attitudes and thoughts.  Don’t stroke their hair in the wrong direction or

the marks suffer.  Feed the beasts what they indicate as desirable but

stay with your own train of thoughts.  This is University survival

although the institutions would never admit to such inherent flaws.

Allow me to digress briefly … while in college, I attended an all female

wildlife-management class with a “twitch in the presence of male

animals”, female instructor.  It was stressed that the major part of our

grade would be highly influenced by the final research report.  Students

had to declare their theme.  When my name was called, my title was

Diet of Pregnant Black Tail Deer.  The ol’ gal shuttered, and then gushed



all over herself.  My paper was pure Archie Bunker crapola, but it was

tacked with an A-grade.  The woman was out of her realm, so the paper

escaped critical grading.  Moral: Know your Prof. This may not relate to

any degree with your situation, but it is a way of life in many

organizations.  Half the battle in college may be the personality and M.O.

of the professor.14 Few walks of life are ‘pure’.  Perhaps it is this

competitive way of our present life.

Perhaps some random thoughts might merit consideration.  I see your

art as such, but this world tends to operate on the fuel of money.  There

is the impression that women may be the ones who initiate a purchase.

Does the ‘average’ woman understand or appreciate offerings that

relate to ‘bugs’?  Women tend to control the purse strings.  Knowing

what attracts individuals is the real challenge.  Speaking for myself, I

like the art within seconds (disregarding size and price) of viewing the

work.   I’m aware of the fact that my reflections regarding art are only

meaningful to me with little qualification for judgment on such matters.

Back to square one … I like it or I don’t!

Headed back to the water,

D

         





September 2008

D,

So good to hear all your outdoor pursuits have been fruitful.  The

Klamath must be chocked full of fish by now. We are all healthy and

enjoying the darkened skies of the approaching winter.  In the studio,

I have recently surrounded myself with what I call the Black Hives

(Fig.7).  I’ve made four 4 ft. tall, 3 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep rectangular

boxes.  I’ve covered them in a crinkled plastic surface.  These black

boxes were initially conceived while visiting the Scottish Highlands.

While walking up a hill after a full days angling on the Blackwater

River, (three brownies in the 12 inch range), I came upon a group of

manmade beehives out in a field.  They seemed lifeless and unkempt.

I immediately was grounded by the actuality of the world’s loss of

bees.  Such a delicate life form, bees, so much more than honey

producers.  Bees pollinate a vast range of fruits and plants that feed

people.  An economic catastrophe would ensue if all the bees

disappeared.  Hive infestations of small mites that feed on bee larva

have devastated colonies in North America for some fifty years.  Now

a phenomenon called Colony Collapse Disorder is most feared.

Worker bees disappear for no reason.  Colonies die quickly and

recently the largest honey producer out your way in Southern Cal

lost two thousand colonies, millions of bees.  Theories of viruses

and or stress abound.  One verified killer is pesticide and insecticide

overuse.



I have used plastic rubbish bags in Black Hives.  The bags have been

integral in several works of late.  I covered slug-like creatures in

black plastic and now I’ve covered these seemingly architectural

boxes.  Immediately, we are stricken with the perception of

architecture.  A building covered in black oil-like plastic that seems

to implode on itself. Coated, suffocating, black, lifeless forms

placed in a composition that echoes their placement in the landscape

and also calls to mind a cityscape that is oily and varnished with

malady.  I’ve placed all these boxes atop an amoeba-shaped

chartreuse Plexiglas sheet.  The impression is of a spill from within.

We could read in that something within the boxes was suffocated,

then inundated and bled out.  That life loss pools below.15

Plastic is such a dual edge sword.  We produce and use it to

prolong the object’s life.  It is a staple of life.  The attractive

qualities blind us from the destructive qualities.  Producing plastic

products is actually just as harmful as their non-bio degradable

lifetime.  The petrol chemical manufacturers of plastic are polluting

the planet before, during and after production.  The transport of oil

from its source has toxified the oceans from constant spills.  Once

processed, the byproducts are used and some discarded.  Landfills

leach chemicals into our drinking water.  Drinking bottles release

chemicals into the water we drink and trust. We think this cycle can

be healed by recycling.  The recycling plants produce significant

pollutants.  I’ve used plastic in my work to signify the

shortsightedness of the current culture.  We seek safety in the

permanence of our products but bring on a premature end to Earth’s



healthy state and precipitate bodily illness. A necessary need to

moderate consumption of natural recourses should but doesn’t

affect my material choice.  I use recycled plastic in my current

work to expose our irresolute nature and to express my own.

The surface of Black Hives looks dark and poisoned.  I want the

viewer to be weighed down and to leave questioning their position on

consumption. The Black Hives (Fig.7) are strong forms; the pool

beneath is revealing and a bit literal. Soon I will be conceiving a work

for my degree show.

Peace, enjoy the water,

Aaron

                                           



Black Hives, Fig. 7
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October 2008

D,

The two of us always eagerly await your correspondence.  Your

recent advice and experiential knowledge regarding education in a

money-driven practical world is invaluable. I’m paying to learn how to

think about art.  We are given insight into how to sell oneself, but

that is for the competitive.  Exhibiting and curating exhibitions

should help us to survive later and perhaps end the program with a

foot in the proverbial door, and a working knowledge of the

contemporary art world.  I am only now beginning to understand and

realize how an artwork can control a space. A work can provide

different qualities to different viewers with or without the artist’s

intention or presence.  Actually, the space is altered when viewed.

The artist can employ unique and original techniques to achieve

certain ambient objective. Space can be controlled indoors or

outdoors. The artist can arrange a work that employs its

surroundings. The artist can use spatial arrangement of a work to

strongly affect a viewer’s experience, instead of using the viewer’s

intellect or memory to control the experience.16 When an artist

changes the arrangement of a space, upon viewing the work there is a

momentary time glitch, a moment of deciphering.  The viewer is

spontaneously and involuntarily grounded in the here and now.

Intrigue is born and held due to the works prolonged resistance to

being objectified.  I may be broke after the ridiculous tuition rates

but I am rich of mind.



Hope your knee deep in the Klamath,

Aaron

P.S. I read something I think you might like that mentions a few of

the issues in art colleges around the world.

“It used to be that the teaching of art was academic and proud of

it.  Rooted in the observation of nature and the imitation of previous

art, the long apprenticeship of a would –be painter or sculptor was

primarily an acquisition of skills put under specific cultural

constraints.  Life drawing and its underlying discourse, anatomy,

provided the basic skill ennobled with humanistic knowledge.   Never

though, was art equated with skill.  What deserved admiration in the

accomplished artist was talent, not craftsmanship.  Skill could be

acquired, talent could not, since talent was thought of as a gift of

nature a gift, however, which could neither develop nor express itself

outside the rules, conventions, and codes provided by the tradition.

Tradition set the standards against which the production of art

students was measured.  Academic teaching had great ambitions as

regards the maintenance of tradition and the passing on of quality

standards; it had little vanity as regards its ability to “turn out”

individual artists.” (Duve, 1993. In, Theory in Contemporary Art p.19)

Thierry de Duve wrote that a few years back but it is still the same

today. There are very few artists at this college who have any

craftsmanship skills.  It isn’t part of the education here that



artists know the technical side to making art. In fact, I have been

told by my tutors that you don’t have to make anything to make art.

Can you believe that? Anyway…

Soon Again,

A

                



      Herd



November

Aaron,

While cleaning up the affects of the last storm, the Canadian honkers

were communicating loudly as they passed unseen overhead.  The life

cycle continues.  Steelhead and Salmon are now on the move upstream.

It is assumed that you are now engaged in new demands.  But what is

pouring out of the “pots” that satisfies the inner soul?  Any inspirations

that set you at a higher plateau creatively?  An end product to this time

in your education is impending.  Concentration, patience and resolve

will be necessary from here on out.  Ask yourself why do I want to make

what I’m making and does it merit your time.  It’s a selfish existence.

What can I do to create a heightened experience for people?  Your

pursuits, enlighten me.  Play to your strengths.  Cast iron rubbish heap,

massive black plastic forms.  The possibilities kindle the burning fire.

Have fun with it.  With a new member on hand, it is now a schedule

within a flexible schedule to manage daily routines.  Oh – how I

remember!  Remember that your discoveries of late are part of a

continual cycle that doesn’t end.  All things natural have an inherent

unpredictability about them.  Why not give in and go with the

randomness of the universe?17

It is sincerely hoped that these matters of the Arts are developing

forward.  The horizon is out there at an infinite distance, but one day it

will suddenly zoom into focus…  Thinking of you.

As ever,

D





Endnotes

1 Aaron’s first expressed interest, magnetoreception, is a scientific one.

Science and art are two different matters, their confluences are heavily

debated. “In their most intellectual form, all things are Art.  In their most

practical form, all things are Science… Science (is) a process of following a

set of predetermined guides in order to achieve a result. Art, by contrast,

takes the power of metaphor and independent thought inherent in the human

mind to bear in order to create something.” (Jack 2000).

Aaron will likely only be representing this scientific interest visually.  He will

have to consider how his materials convey the science.

2 D obviously has a substantial knowledge of Zoology.  He is environmentally

concerned and reaffirms Aaron’s scientific interest.  Aaron and D’s

relationship is reliant on a mutual interest in angling. There seems to be a

possible present danger of Aaron’s sculpture being too representational.

Ecological and Environmental Art may provide a platform for the work. Aaron

will first have to determine the context of the work in all its assorted

circumstances.

3 There should be encouragement towards making something that doesn’t

look like anything. The work should have inherent and indirect allusions to the

idea.  Aaron is primarily concerned with concept.  “ The interpretation of

meaning cannot, in any case, be divorced from the analysis of form; and by

remaining close to the analysis it will remain close to the work of art itself.  Its

specific task will be to consider the formal choices of the artist not in

themselves but as vehicles of a message.” (Trier, 1960)

4 Working around a group has benefits and drawbacks. The collective

influence should be part of the work.  The studio influences the work.  Scale is

a Factor, 9 square meters per artist.  Leaving the studio and creating works

off site is a challenge for any foreign student.  He should consider the “unique

combination of constitutive physical elements” (Kwon, 1997. In, Theory in

Contemporary Art since 1985, p.32) within the working environs of the studio



provided.  The art would be more extraverted and effectively affect more

viewers during the making process. This would in turn aid in development and

resolution.

5 The initial reaction to Aaron’s first studio work is that the work is prop-like

and without real placement or belonging. One work that stands apart is River

of Tar (Fig.3) which uses the topography of the art college lawn and is the first

time Aaron tries to develop his ideas concerning site-specificity.  “The ‘site’ is

introduced in spatial and physical terms, as discursive vector, as site of action

or intervention. The site of action as intervention.”(Sholz, 2001) The work is a

subtle and deliberate intervention containing realistic natural qualities, while

carrying the concept of pollution within the medium. “Mediums in art shed their

materiality by absorbing, and thereby conveying, the artist's mental, moral,

spiritual, imaginary, and intellectual transmissions.”(Weintraub, Schukmann,

2006) The aesthetic decision to use tar for a river is striking visually against

green grass.  A clear expression of the artists idea and mood towards

disruptions of the natural landscape and ecosystems, are achieved through

the material.  Conversely the use of tarpaper in Smokestack (Fig.2) leaves

nothing for the viewer to discover about meaning. Its black and its smoke.

The idea that smoke is heavy and has a physical mass is achieved.  The work

is suffocating and the mood is affected negatively. The aesthetic experience

of the work is brilliant in its attention to literal, visual and expressive qualities.

6 Aaron is consumed by material choice and using it for it’s metaphorical

suggestiveness.

It appears he is trying to please the viewer with a disregard for conceptual

development of the work.  Being surrounded by artistically informed people

has veiled the possibilities of what an uninformed person might think when

looking at the work.  “The dangers of relying entirely on the reactions of

someone uninformed about the original context of the work, the artists’ actual

or presumed intentions, the rest of the artist’s oeuvre, and so on, is that the

viewer may not truly appreciate what is front of him or her (particularly if you

believe that there is more to seeing than meets the eyeball). It can result in a



kind of aestheticism that relies heavily on an appreciation of visual beauty and

form.”  (Warburton, 2007)  Deep seeded hypocrisy exists in his work that calls

attention to the state of the environment and uses ecoharmful materials to do

so.  His ethos is not that of the ecoartist that weighs these questions; “What is

the environmental impact of the processes of acquiring, processing, and

transporting the raw materials associated with that medium? What is the

environmental impact of my manipulation of that medium? What is the

environmental impact of the artwork that I create out of this medium?

“(Weintraub, Schuckman, 2006) At this point Aaron’s studio practice lacks

indisputable combinations of concept and presentation.

7 “The art message displacements that are typically considered derive from a

medium's physical, aesthetic, and metaphoric qualities. Eco artists add a

fourth quality - the environmental impact of the medium's utilization.”

(Weintraub, Schuckman, 2006)

Whether artist or not, using enviro-friendly materials is every individuals

choice.  The ecological impact of art is unique to each work.  Most of the

material art produced in art colleges is disposed of in landfills, due to lack of

storage space.  Perhaps the adage “less is more” is something for

consideration.  The absence of material could allude to the ideas of using less

resource.

8 Expanded sculpture, Rosalind Krauss’ concept is one description of

installation art. “Installation art … differs from traditional media (sculpture,

painting, photography, video) in that it addresses the viewer directly as a

literal presence in the space. … installation art presupposes an embodied

viewer whose senses of touch, smell and sound are as heightened as their

sense of vision.”(Bishop 2005. In, Deconstructing Installation Art 2006) This

installation opportunity has provided the most comprehensive work that Aaron

has done.  He has considered the material Aluminium contextually, analyzing

its historical and contemporary role in life.  He touches on Robert Barry’s

conceptual ideas about material, “I attempt to use material…which is

undetectable, you can’t smell it or see it, and use this material to create

a…sculpture.”(Holger 1995)  Barry’s Carrier Wave employed a frequency



wave to give form to an elusive medium, Subsonic (Fig.4) seeks the same

outcome.  Complete immersion of the viewer is key in installation art,”

Immersion certainly involves the viewer; but it can also lead to a condition

akin to the ‘retinal’ art …...which is to say it can diminish critical distance.

(Coulter-Smith, 2006)  Installation art “presupposes an embodied viewer

whose senses of touch, smell and sound are as heightened as their sense of

vision’ (Bishop 2005. In Deconstructing Installation Art 2006) …the concept of

the ‘embodied viewer’ can be understood in terms of immersion.” (Coulter-

Smith, 2006)

9 This correspondence letter is the actual feedback from all present at the

project space critique including peers, tutors and advisors.

10 Aaron’s professional practice is extensive and he has exceeded

expectations.  The combination of the two venues of creation, Edinburgh

College of Art and Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop, is a conscious effort to see

past the education aspect of his career in art.  He has created a network that

will carry him in employment and exhibiting after he is graduated.  The

technical side of Aaron’s practice can be honed teaching foundry at ESW.  It

will give him the ‘fix’ of making, and allow more freedom to contemplate other

avenues of creation at college.

11 Plastic in all its forms is an affliction in Shrine to Plastic (Fig.5).  The work

has far too many elements, leaving little room for individual interpretation.

The polarization of nature versus plastic is achievable without creating such

an extensive narrative.  The work is objective and straightforward.  Aaron's

inability to create work without literalism is problematic and a hindrance.  One

good quality of the work is that it contains more of a genuine and sincere

sense, compatible with Aaron’s experiences and upbringing.

12 Aaron’s concern is with initial viewer reaction and how the “instantaneous

shock of sight” (Carson, 1989. Theory in Contemporary Art since 1985 p.335)



is so important for creating further intrigue.  Rosalind Krauss writes about the

initial immediate elimination of time “and when time has not been thus

suspended… then the trajectory of the gaze that runs between viewer and

(artwork) begins to track the dimension of real time and real space.” (Carson,

1989. Theory in Contemporary Art since 1985 p.335)  Interest is suspended if

real time and space is realized and all aspects of the work are evident and on

the surface.  Migrants (Fig.6) is successful because it creates this initial

interest and the materials subtly imply a meaning having to do with an eco

environmental concept.  Migrants doesn’t stop posing questions to the viewer.

Aaron has identified a unique texture that successfully embodies most of his

research to this point.

13 Teaching is such an integral part of learning.  Developing a curriculum for a

class will help Aaron think about how people learn.  It will help him define a

methodology in his own work.  The skills and tools for producing art are all in

place, now Aaron will be able to focus on why he makes what he makes.

14 Academia reproduces itself. It is discouraged for a professor to have an

agenda that escapes the policy of the institution. All policy filters down from

government and universities struggle with autonomy and freedom. Quite the

opposite of what a sovereign institution of discovery should be. Colleges are

autonomous at some level and the professors they employ are usually

following strict guidelines that perpetuate a cycle.

15 Black Hives (Fig.7) is static. The visual weight of the form echoes the

psychological weight produced by the idea that an integral part of mans life

cycle is endangered. Aaron’s expression of negativity and consequence is

unavoidable.  The scale of each hive is personalized. The collective form is

monumental, it implies a contextually greater whole.  Taking the work back

into the countryside, to the place of its conception, could heighten Black Hives

effectiveness.



16 Aaron seems to be delving into phenomenology.  The empirical assessment

of the work is now only one facet of Aaron’s methodology.  Objective reality

and subjective response function only as preliminary characteristics.

Ambiance is now a consideration and Aaron is weighing the ideas of how an

artwork can set a mood.

17 This sounds like Brownian motion, which is used to describe the motion of

small things, the elements of everything universal.  It is the opposite of a

situation where there is only one possibility of how something might happen.

Brownian motion describes a random process where there is an

indeterminacy in its future evolution.(Juarros 2008) It is a welcomed outcome

of an art practice critical study, there is no end and a set methodology should

adapt to time and space.



Broken Cycle



The essence of my research methodology is that I tend to take on the weight of

environmental issues and internalize them.  Once I understand something that bothers

me; I can’t seem to not react.  My reaction is making art and since the world is

constantly changing, then inevitably I reassess and adjust my process.

Nature itself, along with any discordance in it caused by humans is constantly

changing.  I strive to follow, adapt and evolve with the earth and cultural views.  I do

not consider myself an “eco-artist”.  I simply realize that I am being genuine by

making art that deals with the environment because of how I typically spend my time,

outside angling.

In retrospect, my practice has taken me in directions previously unimaginable.  The

academic setting has afforded me the opportunity to employ the all-important

technique of self-critiquing the outcome of every work.  I worked in the private sector

as an artist for eleven years prior to this postgraduate program and worked myself into

a habitual pattern. I honed my technical skills, but didn’t know my place within the

context of contemporary art. Combining contemporary art theory with my existing

skills has made me feel whole artistically. I was shown and now see how art

influences culture and visa versa. I have become aware of the resources available to

artists while researching contemporary art and its history.  My practice before this

journey lacked these influences and now they are integral to the work.

The most successful discoveries of my postgraduate experience have been in the

engagement with concepts concerning materiality/visuality.  During this process, I

have had an inner struggle, at times feeling like a hypocrite.  I have felt the need to

sort out my personal environmentally conscientious efforts versus my ecologically

irresponsible artistic creations.  I wonder if I had had infinite resources whether I

would have chosen to work with different materials.  Regarding my degree show, I

have successfully created a matrix to work with.  The crinkled plastic texture that I

have developed will cover forms that are ambiguous and minimal.  This texture

embodies my research into human’s disruption of nature and the cycle of life.  The

ambiguity of the texture intrigues me and encourages me to revaluate its use within

my work.
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